Microbial community profiles have been associated with a variety of traits, including 21 methane emissions in livestock, however, these profiles can be difficult and expensive to obtain 22 for thousands of samples. The objective of this work was to develop a low-cost, high-throughput 23 approach to capture the diversity of the rumen microbiome. Restriction enzyme reduced 24 representation sequencing (RE-RRS) using ApeKI or PstI, and two bioinformatic pipelines 25 (reference-based and reference-free) were compared to 16S rRNA gene sequencing using repeated 26 samples collected two weeks apart from 118 sheep that were phenotypically extreme (60 high and 27 58 low) for methane emitted per kg dry matter intake (n=236). DNA was extracted from freeze-28 dried rumen samples using a phenol chloroform and bead-beating protocol prior to sequencing.
using a univariate mixed linear model, and correlation between CA1 and scaled methane yield was 180 estimated with a bivariate mixed linear model. Scaled methane yield was obtained by dividing 181 methane yield by the contemporary group mean and multiplying by the overall mean, where 182 contemporary group included recording year, lot, group and round and the overall mean was 16.0 183 kg, as described in . In both univariate and bivariate models, sex and 184 cohort (lot and round) were fitted as fixed class effects, random animal genetic effects were 185 estimated based on pedigree relationships, and a random permanent environmental effect linked 186 duplicate samples from the same animal. In some cases, the model was unable to separate animal 187 and permanent environmental effects, in which case animal was dropped from the model and only 188 repeatability reported. depth were then used to calculate repeatability, as above, or compression efficiency (29).
199
Compression efficiency compares the size of a compressed file to its original size as (original -compressed)/original and is a measure of the non-redundant information present in the file. In our 201 study, the original file contained the reads for a given sample without their identifiers. This file 202 was compressed using gzip 1. 3.12 (30) , which uses the DEFLATE algorithm (31). The value of 203 compression efficiency was the mean across all samples for the simulated sequencing depth.
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Standard errors for repeatability and compression efficiency were the standard deviation across 205 five replicates at that sequencing depth. 
Results and Discussion
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Sequencing Results
210
Sequence read quality was high for all lanes sequenced ( Figure S1 ). A greater average 211 number of reads per sample was observed for samples digested with PstI (Table 1) , likely partially 212 due to re-running of samples -only 94 samples were run in that lane rather than 118 (i.e. 236 213 samples across 2 lanes). Sequences from the ApeKI digest were slightly shorter than from the PstI 214 digest, however this difference was not significant based on a t-test with alpha = 0.05. al. (7)). Comparing against a protein database is one method that could potentially improve the 222 proportion of sequences assigned (hit rate) at the genus level. However, Hess et al. (22) found only 223 a small increase in hit rate at the genus level when BLASTX was used. They also found the time 224 taken to perform the BLAST query and analyze the results was much longer when BLASTX was 225 used compared to BLASTN and therefore was not desirable for a high-throughput pipeline.
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A significant difference in hit rate between high-and low-methane animals was found for 227 both ApeKI (p = 1.4 × 10 -8 ) and PstI (p = 1.4 × 10 -8 ; Table 2 ). This may be attributed to the presence 228 or absence of some species associated with methane yield in the Hungate1000 Collection. For 24.3% of the variance in that profile ( Table 3 ). The reference-based approaches had the smallest 288 variances, but they explained 40-50% of the variation in the profiles. Lastly, the reference-free 289 approaches both had variances just over 0.2 and explained less than 5% of the variance in these 290 profiles. The percent variance explained by CA1 was negatively correlated with the number of 291 tags or taxa: the reference-based approaches assigned reads to only 60 genera; the 16S rRNA gene 292 approach assigned reads to ~250 genera and the reference-free approach assigned reads to ~1.2M 293 and ~500k tags for ApeKI and PstI, respectively. This indicates that a large proportion of the 294 variation in the rumen community profile is not accounted for by analysing only CA1 for these 295 profiles, particularly for the reference-free approach. Nevertheless, evaluating CA1 allowed us to 296 easily compare the different approaches and below we have discussed statistical approaches that 297 will utilize more of the information contained within the profile. 
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